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Momentum distributions of electron-positron pairs annihilating at vacancy clusters in Si
M. Hakala,* M. J. Puska,† and R. M. Nieminen‡
Laboratory of Physics, Helsinki University of Technology, FIN-02150 Espoo, Finland
~Received 21 August 1997!
We report calculations of momentum densities of electron-positron pairs annihilating at various vacancy
clusters in Si. The densities integrated along one direction, i.e., those corresponding to the spectra measured by
the two-dimensional angular correlation of the annihilation radiation method, are shown to be isotropic if the
positron is captured by a small vacancy cluster. The densities integrated along two directions correspond to the
one-dimensional angular-correlation distribution or the Doppler-broadened annihilation radiation line shape.
The characteristic narrowing of these one-dimensional distributions at vacancy clusters is demonstrated. The
line-shape parameters S and W describing mainly the annihilations with valence and core electrons, respec-
tively, are calculated and compared quantitatively with experimental data. We find a systematic increase in the
S and a decrease in the W parameter as the size of the vacancy increases. @S0163-1829~98!00813-3#
I. INTRODUCTION
Positron annihilation techniques provide several ways to
probe atomic-scale defects in materials.1,2 This is because
positrons are trapped by open volume and also by negatively
charged defects. The positron lifetime in the material de-
pends on the local electron density at the site of the positron
annihilation. At vacancy-type defects, such as small vacancy
clusters, the average electron density seen by the positron is
reduced, and the positron lifetime is longer than that in the
perfect bulk crystal. More information is, however, con-
tained in the momentum density of annihilating electron-
positron pairs. It reflects the spatial and momentum ~energy!
distribution of electrons in the material. For example, in the
case of positron trapping the momentum density is strongly
sensitive both to the open volume and to the chemical envi-
ronment of the defect enabling the defect identification.3 The
basic methods to measure momentum densities are the one-
and two-dimensional angular correlation of the annihilation
radiation ~1D-ACAR and 2D-ACAR, respectively! experi-
ments and the detection of the Doppler-broadening of the
annihilation rate. Together with the positron lifetime mea-
surement these techniques have been widely used to identify
defects in semiconductors.4–8
For the elemental and compound semiconductors with
diamond or zinc blende lattice structures, the interesting fea-
ture in the 2D-ACAR distribution is its anisotropy. The an-
isotropy is due to the characteristic spatial and momentum
distributions of electrons in the perfect bulk or around the
defect in question.9 In the perfect bulk material the 2D-
ACAR distributions are rather anisotropic, reflecting the fact
that certain valence bands in certain directions in the Bril-
louin zone do not contribute to the momentum density of
annihilating electron-positron pairs. In contrast, for vacan-
cies in semiconductors, the 2D-ACAR distributions are
rather isotropic. However, the 2D-ACAR distribution corre-
sponding to aligned divacancies in Si has been shown to
have again interesting anisotropies.10 In Doppler-broadening
experiments the characteristic feature is the narrowing of the
one-dimensional momentum distribution at vacancy-type de-
fects. Thus, different vacancy agglomerates produce specific
momentum distributions and their identification with the 2D-
ACAR or the Doppler-broadening method becomes possible.
Recently, Saito and Oshiyama11 calculated the positron
lifetimes for nearest-neighbor vacancy clusters in Si and pro-
posed an assignment to the experimental positron lifetime
values. To complement the assignment, we calculate positron
annihilation characteristics corresponding to the momentum
distributions. First, we show qualitatively the anisotropies of
the 2D-ACAR distributions and observe the increasing isot-
ropy as the size of the vacancy cluster increases. We then
calculate the momentum distributions corresponding to the
Doppler-broadening spectra showing the response to the size
of the vacancy cluster. Especially, we determine the line-
shape parameters S and W and compare them with existing
experimental values. To our knowledge, this is the first time
that these parameters are theoretically predicted.
The calculation of the electron-positron momentum distri-
bution requires the determination of the self-consistent elec-
tronic structure of the system in question. We obtain the
valence electron structure employing the plane-wave pseudo-
potential method within the density-functional theory.
Atomic wave functions are used for the core-electron states.
A similar construction of the electron density was recently
used by Panda et al.12 when calculating the electron-positron
momentum distributions for bulk Si, Ge, and diamond. As
systems we consider the perfect bulk lattice and ideal va-
cancy clusters, i.e., the ions surrounding the defect are not
allowed to relax from their ideal lattice positions. The omis-
sion of the lattice relaxation is justified, because we are
mainly interested in the behavior of the positron annihilation
characteristics as a function of the open volume of the defect.
Moreover, the calculation of the lattice relaxation including
the effects of the localized positron is quite sensitive to the
theoretical scheme used.13 The positron states and annihila-
tion characteristics corresponding to these ionic and elec-
tronic structures are calculated by taking the electron-
positron correlation effects into account. The proper
treatment of the correlation effects is important also when
calculating the momentum densities of annihilating electron-
positron pairs in Si ~see, for example, Ref. 12!. We use the
method by Alatalo et al.6 This method has been previously
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used to calculate the core-electron contribution to the mo-
mentum distributions6 and also the valence part in the case of
some perfect bulk solids.14 The present calculation of the line
shapes for defects is a new application of the method.
The present paper is organized as follows. The computa-
tional methods are explained in Sec. II. In Sec. III the calcu-
lated 2D-ACAR distributions for perfect bulk and small va-
cancy clusters are first discussed. The calculated Doppler
spectra and the shape parameters S and W are then presented
and compared with experimental data. Section IV concludes
the paper.
II. METHOD
The electronic structure for the perfect bulk lattice or for a
given defect is calculated within the density-functional
theory in the local-density approximation ~LDA! ~Ref. 15!
for the electron exchange and correlation effects. We use
norm-conserving nonlocal pseudopotentials16 with the non-
linear core-valence exchange-correlation scheme17 and a
plane-wave basis to calculate the wave functions for valence
electrons. The kinetic-energy cutoff of the plane-wave ex-
pansion is 8 Ry, and the supercell size is 64 atom sites. The
self-consistent valence-electron densities are obtained by
sampling the Brillouin zone with the Monkhorst-Pack18
23232 k-point mesh ~1–4 points depending on the symme-
try of the supercell!.
The positron wave function is calculated from a one-
particle Schro¨dinger equation for which the potential is con-
structed using the self-consistent valence electron density
and the core electron densities of free atoms.13 The potential
contains the Coulombic and the correlation part. For the pos-
itron states localized at defects the so-called conventional
scheme is used, in which the finite positron density does not
affect the average electron density. The electron density can
thus be first determined without the effects of the positron.
The correlation potential is calculated using the correlation
energy for a delocalized positron in a homogeneous electron
gas.19,20 The conventional scheme is the correct limit of the
two-component density-functional theory20 for a delocalized
positron. Due to certain cancellation effects the scheme gives
positron densities and annihilation characteristics in good
agreement with the appropriate two-component density-
functional calculations.13,21 In practice the positron Schro¨-
dinger equation is solved in real space.22 For a localized
positron a Brillouin-zone integration over the lowest lying
positron band is used.21
We obtain the momentum density r(p) of annihilating
electron-positron pairs from the electron and positron single-
particle wave functions c j and c1 , respectively. We use the
scheme by Alatalo et al.,6,14 for which
r~p!5pre
2c(j g jU E dr exp~2ipr!c1~r!c j~r!U
2
, ~1!
where p is the total momentum of the annihilating pair, re
and c are the classical electron radius and the speed of light,
respectively. The enhancement factor g j takes into account
that the electron density is piled up at the positron due to
correlation effects. In the scheme by Alatalo et al.6,14 g j
depends on the electron state in question,
g j5l j /l j
IPM
, ~2!
but not on the momentum proper. Above, the partial annihi-
lation rate l j is calculated for each electron state j separately
using the LDA ~Ref. 23! with the interpolation form by Bo-
ron´ski and Nieminen19,20 ~BN!, and the annihilation rate l j
IPM
within the independent particle approximation ~IPM!. The
summation above is over all occupied electron states j . We
calculate valence electron states at eight points in the first
Brillouin zone of the simple cubic superlattice. The coordi-
nates of the points are given by (n1 ,n2 ,n3)(2p/A), where
n1 ,n2 ,n3 5 0 or 0.5, and A is the lattice constant of the
superlattice. Then we use the fast-Fourier transformation to
perform the integration in Eq. ~1! ~separately! for the eight k
points. The ensuing momentum density is given in a cubic p
mesh with a spacing of 1.1231023m0c (m0 is the electron
mass!. The core-electron contribution to the momentum den-
sity is calculated using free-atom wave functions ~for details,
see Ref. 6! and added to the valence part.
The 2D-ACAR distribution is obtained by integrating the
total momentum density along a given pz direction:
r~px ,py!5E r~p!dpz , ~3!
and the Doppler spectrum is the one-dimensional momentum
distribution
r~pz!5E E r~p!dpxdpy , ~4!
where pz5pL is the longitudinal momentum component of
the annihilating electron-positron pair. In the following, Eq.
~4! is further convoluted with a Gaussian @full width at half
maximum ~FWHM!54.731023m0c] in order to mimic the
experimental resolution. The convolution smears the spec-
trum so that the important information is contained in the
relative amounts of annihilations taking place at low- and
high-momentum regions (pz,1031023m0c and
pz.1031023m0c , respectively!. The shape of the Doppler
spectrum is monitored by the line-shape parameters S and
W .24 S describes mainly the annihilation with valence elec-
trons whereas W is sensitive to the changes in the core-
electron annihilation. In this work we have defined the S
parameter as the fraction of annihilations with
pz<2.831023m0c , and the W parameter as the fraction of
annihilations within the range of 11
31023m0c<pz<2031023m0c . These kinds of definitions
have also been used in analyzing experimental spectra, for
example, in Ref. 25.
Finally, the positron lifetime t is the inverse of the total
annihilation rate l obtained as
l5E r~p!dp5pre2cE n1~r!n2~r!g~r!dr, ~5!
where n1(r) and n2(r) are the positron and electron densi-
ties, respectively. g(r) is the LDA enhancement factor pa-
rametrized by Boron´ski and Nieminen.20
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Positron lifetimes
Our positron lifetime results for the perfect Si and for the
ideal vacancy clusters in Si are presented in Table I. We will
compare our results with those of the previous study by Saito
and Oshiyama11 and with the experimental data.25,31,32 The
defects have been calculated in the neutral charge state. Ac-
tually, the charge state would affect the positron parameters
mainly through the ionic relaxation,26,27 so that in our calcu-
lations ignoring the relaxation the charge state is not an im-
portant parameter. In the clusters with up to four vacancies
the vacancies are adjacent in the same zigzag chain on a
@110# plane. The cluster of five vacancies is three dimen-
sional with one central vacancy and its four nearest-neighbor
vacancies.
We have used the LDA scheme with the BN enhancement
to calculate the annihilation rates. This choice makes the
calculations and the interpretation of the results more
straightforward than the use of more complicated schemes,
such as the generalized gradient approximation ~GGA! ~Ref.
28! or the correction based on the finite dielectric constant of
the semiconductor.29 The different schemes lead to slightly
different absolute positron lifetime values, but the most im-
portant features, the differences between the bulk and defect
values, are similar in all schemes. The relative magnitude of
the core annihilation rate is slightly smaller in the GGA than
in the LDA.6 On the other hand, the pseudopotential con-
struction used in this work for the valence electron density
seems to decrease the core rate in comparison with earlier
LDA results.6
The positron lifetimes for ideal vacancy clusters in Table
I are in agreement with those obtained by Saito and
Oshiyama,11 although our calculations are much simpler. We
have determined the positron lifetimes for ideal vacancy-type
defects using the conventional scheme whereas Saito and
Oshiyama performed calculations based on the full two-
component density functional theory and thereby obtained
self-consistent electron and positron densities. The positron
annihilation rates with the core electrons are also given in
Table I. For the perfect bulk Si lattice the core contribution is
relatively small due to the compact electron core. For the
vacancy clusters the positron-core electron overlaps and the
ensuing annihilation rates decrease. It should be noted that
although we have studied ideal vacancy clusters, our core-
electron annihilation rates are remarkably higher than those
reported by Saito and Oshiyama for relaxed vacancy clusters.
We think that the discrepancy reflects the inadequacy of the
two-component scheme by Gilgien et al.30 used by Saito and
Oshiyama to describe the electron-positron correlation ef-
fects. In the comparison with the conventional scheme the
scheme by Gilgien et al. has been shown to lead to a much
stronger localization for a positron at a defect and therefore
to much smaller core annihilation rates.13 The results of the
conventional scheme are in a fair agreement with
experiments.6,13
Saito and Oshiyama11 also studied the effects of ionic
relaxation by minimizing the total energy. They showed that
the ionic relaxation increases the positron lifetime for the
small vacancy clusters in comparison with the ideal clusters
whereas an opposite effect is found for the larger clusters.
However, the influence of the ionic relaxation, perhaps with
the exception of the monovacancy, is generally not very
large. This is due to a cancellation effect: without the posi-
tron the ions surrounding a vacancy defect have a tendency
to relax inwards from their ideal lattice positions, but the
introduction of the localized positron causes an outward re-
laxation. This cancellation of the relaxation effects justifies
our calculations, which completely ignore the ionic relax-
ation. On the other hand, it is possible to use the ionic relax-
ation as a parameter to be determined so that the experimen-
tal positron lifetime, or actually the difference between the
bulk and defect systems, is reproduced. Then other positron
annihilation characteristics could be calculated and com-
pared with experiment.
The positron lifetime of 221 ps calculated for the perfect
lattice is longer than ;210–211 ps we obtain by using the
same enhancement factor, but employing all-electron
methods.22,26 The agreement is reasonable considering that
different computational approximations have been done in
the different methods. The lifetime of 221 ps is also in a
good agreement with the experimental bulk lifetime of 218
ps.31 The value of 255 ps for the monovacancy is close to the
value of 250 ps obtained for a negatively charged vacancy-
phosphorous pair in highly P-doped n-type Si.32 This defect
is isoelectronic with a doubly negative isolated Si vacancy
and therefore their ionic relaxations are expected to be simi-
lar. For the neutral vacancy-phosphorous pair a longer posi-
tron lifetime of 268 ps has been reported.32 This value is
close to the experimental values31 of about 270 ps for an
isolated Si vacancy and somewhat less than the 279 ps cal-
culated for the neutral Si vacancy by Saito et al. taking the
lattice relaxation into account. One can thus conclude that
the ions around the Si vacancy, which is in the neutral charge
state with a trapped positron, should relax slightly outwards.
The ideal positions of the ions around the Si vacancy, on the
other hand, would correspond to a more negative charge
state. The positron lifetime given for the ideal divacancy in
Table I is slightly shorter than that for a relaxed divacancy
calculated by Saito et al. The lifetime is also close to the
experimental value of 30065 ps for divacancies.25
B. Momentum distributions
Figure 1 shows the calculated 2D-ACAR distributions for
the perfect bulk and for the ideal vacancies V1 –V5 in Si. The
integration of the momentum density has been performed
with pz along the @110# direction. The 2D-ACAR distribu-
TABLE I. Positron lifetimes (t) and relative core-electron an-
nihilation rates for the perfect bulk lattice and for the ideal vacancy
clusters in Si. lc and l are the core and total annihilation rates,
respectively.
System t ~ps! lc /l ~%!
Bulk 221 2.19
V 254 1.48
V2 299 0.97
V3 321 0.79
V4 330 0.72
V5 355 0.57
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tions have been averaged with respect to the different pos-
sible orientations of the defect in the crystal. We see that V1
preserves part of the anisotropy seen in the bulk, but for
larger vacancies the distributions become narrower in the
@001# direction and very isotropic. The bulklike component
in the V1 map is due to the fact that the positron wave func-
tion does not localize totally in the monovacancy but
samples also bulklike regions. For the larger vacancy clusters
the positron wave function is well localized and isotropic.
The isotropy of the V2 map is in accordance with experimen-
tal results.33 Furthermore, according to the experiments, the
various charge states (V20, V221, V222) of the divacancy pro-
duce only slightly different 2D-ACAR distributions. The V3
and V4 maps are practically isotropic, but in the V5 map
there are more detailed features in the momentum contours.
We assume that these features reflect the recovery of the high
Td symmetry of a lattice point.
In the case of the perfect bulk Si @Fig. 1~a!# the valence
electron bonding is seen as clear directional anisotropies in
the 2D-ACAR momentum distribution. In the Doppler spec-
tra the anisotropies are strongly reduced for the different
crystallographic directions. Table II shows the experimental
results of Ref. 34 with our calculated ones for the perfect
bulk. The calculated values for the monovacancy are also
given. For the bulk the present method reproduces the ratios
of the S parameters within the experimental error. In con-
trast, we found a disagreement with experiment by using the
enhancement of Ref. 35 instead of the state-dependent en-
hancement of Eq. ~2!: the enhancement of Ref. 35 was found
to overestimate the anisotropy considerably. For the mono-
vacancy the characteristic anisotropy diminishes. For V2 and
for the larger vacancy clusters the anisotropy in the S and W
parameters vanishes within the calculational accuracy.
The shapes of the Doppler spectra for the perfect bulk
lattice and for the ideal vacancies are analyzed in Figs. 2 and
3. Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the core and valence electron
contributions in the Doppler spectrum for the perfect bulk
lattice. The calculated Doppler spectra are normalized to
unity and given with pz along the @100#, @110#, and @111#
directions. The anisotropy between the directions is gener-
ally rather small, except that there is a bulge at the momen-
tum of about 1531023m0c in the @111# curve, which reflects
the symmetry of the perfect Si lattice. The contribution from
the annihilations of the positrons with the valence electrons
is substantial up to rather high momenta, of ;2531023m0c .
FIG. 1. 2D-ACAR distributions calculated for Si systems and
for the @110# plane. ~a! Perfect bulk lattice, ~b! V1, ~c! V2, ~d! V3,
~e! V4, and ~f! V5. The contour spacing is one tenth of the maxi-
mum value.
TABLE II. Anisotropy of the characteristic S and W parameters
calculated for Si. Experimental values ~Ref. 34! are given in square
brackets. Before calculating the S and W parameters the theoretical
Doppler spectra have been convoluted with a Gaussian with
FWHM of 4.731023m0c .
Shkl /S [100] Whkl /W [100]
hkl @110# @111# @110# @111#
Bulk 1.008 1.006 1.027 1.054
@1.007~1!# @1.005~1!#
V1 1.004 1.003 0.992 1.005
FIG. 2. Positron annihilation probability densities P(pz) calcu-
lated for perfect bulk Si with pz along the @100#, @110#, and @111#
directions ~solid, dash-dotted, and dotted line, respectively!: ~a! lin-
ear, ~b! logarithmic scale. Experimental ~Ref. 6! ~markers! and cal-
culated ~lines! positron annihilation probability densities P(pz) for
perfect bulk Si with pz along the @100# direction: ~c! linear, ~d!
logarithmic scale. The curves have been convoluted with a Gauss-
ian to mimic the experimental resolution.
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This is a result of the small core-electron contribution, which
is about 2.2% of the total annihilation rate. The valence elec-
tron contribution in the momentum values larger than
1031023m0c explains the directional anisotropy of the W
parameter for the perfect bulk and for V1 in Table II. Figures
2~c! and 2~d! display the comparison between the experi-
mental data of Ref. 6 and the calculated curve with pz along
the @100# direction. The theory reproduces successfully both
the high- and the low-momentum parts of the experimental
data.
Figure 3 demonstrates the narrowing of the Doppler spec-
trum as the size of the vacancy cluster increases. We have
calculated the Doppler spectra for the different systems and
give the differences with respect to the perfect bulk. All dif-
ference curves exhibit a similar behavior: the intensity with
respect to the bulk is higher below and lower above mo-
menta of about 331023m0c . This kind of narrowing of the
spectra reflects the decrease of the average valence electron
density ~and the effective Fermi momentum! seen by the
positron. The small differences between the crystallographic
directions are mainly due to the anisotropy in the Doppler
spectrum for the perfect bulk. As the size of the vacancy
cluster increases, another feature is also evident: the decrease
of the intensity at high momenta (pz.1031023m0c), which
is due to the decrease of the relative core annihilation rates
~see Table I above!.
The narrowing of the Doppler spectrum can be studied
quantitatively by the characteristic S and W parameters. In
Table III we give the absolute values Sbulk and Wbulk for the
perfect bulk lattice and the relative values S/Sbulk and W/
Wbulk for the defects. The calculated values Sbulk and Wbulk
agree within 6 and 17 %, respectively, with the experiments
by Kauppinen et al.25 (Sbulkexp 50.503960.0001,
Wbulk
exp 50.0204560.00007!. The results for the ideal vacancy
(V) can be compared with those measured for the negatively
charged vacancy-phosphorous pair in Si.36 The comparison
is expected to be reasonable because the experimental posi-
tron lifetime 250 ps is close to the calculated value of 254 ps.
The preliminary experimental results for the S/Sbulk and
W/Wbulk parameters are 1.016 and 0.91, respectively. These
are in a fair agreement with the calculated values given in
Table III, although one should note that the experimental
resolution ~FWHM! has been about 631023m0c , i.e.,
slightly larger than the FWHM of the Gaussian used in the
convolution of the theoretical spectrum. In addition, the
agreement is good both in shape and magnitude. This means
that the substitution of one of the nearest neighbor Si atoms
of the vacancy by a P atom should not remarkably influence
the momentum distribution around the vacancy. Considering
the isolated Si monovacancies, Avalos and Dannefaer37 have
studied electron-irradiated float-zone silicon, and suggest
that the S/Sbulk value of 1.03860.003 could be comparable
to that for isolated monovacancies. This value is bracketed
by our calculation for the ideal monovacancies and divacan-
cies similarly to the corresponding lifetime of 270 ps,31
which is bracketed by the positron lifetimes for the ideal
monovacancy and divacancy.
In the case of divacancy (V2), two experimental results
have been reported. Kauppinen et al.25 give the S/Sbulk and
W/Wbulk values of 1.05260.003 and 0.7860.02 for the
negative charge state of V2. The data is measured for proton-
implanted low-doped n-type silicon layers. Avalos and
Dannefaer,37 on the other hand, give the S/Sbulk value of
1.06760.002. Our calculation gives the values of 1.045 and
0.72 for the ideal divacancy, in better agreement with the
former experimental values. The scatter in the experimental
S/Sbulk values for the divacancy resembles the scatter in the
experimental positron lifetimes for this defect.25,37 It should
be noted that the conventional single-detector spectroscopy
was used in Refs. 25 and 37, whereas the coincidence
technique5 was used in Ref. 36.
Figures 4~a!–4~c! summarize the dependence of the line-
shape parameters S and W and the positron lifetime on the
size of the vacancy cluster. The S/Sbulk parameter increases,
similarly to the lifetime, as the size of the vacancy cluster
FIG. 3. Differences between positron annihilation probability
densities P(pz) between ideal vacancies V1 –V5 in Si and perfect
bulk Si. Solid, dash-dotted, and dotted lines represent the @100#,
@110#, and @111# directions, respectively. The curves have been con-
voluted with a Gaussian to mimic the experimental resolution.
TABLE III. Characteristic S and W parameters calculated for
the perfect bulk lattice and for the ideal vacancy clusters in Si. The
momentum component pz is along the @111# direction. Before cal-
culating the S and W parameters the theoretical Doppler spectra
have been convoluted with a Gaussian with FWHM of 4.7
31023m0c . Sval and SB ,val have been calculated using the valence
electron momentum distributions instead of the total distribution.
System S/SB Sval /SB ,val W/WB
Bulk SB50.5344 SB50.5410 WB50.01701
V 1.018 1.014 0.86
V2 1.045 1.038 0.72
V3 1.053 1.045 0.68
V4 1.067 1.058 0.64
V5 1.081 1.072 0.59
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increases, whereas the W/Wbulk parameter decreases. In the
W/Wbulk parameter there is a shift in the rate of decrease as
the cluster size becomes larger than that of the divacancy.
Due to the anisotropy, another crystal direction than the one
used (pz along @111#! would influence Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!
slightly; this effect can be calculated from Table II. If a
different window for the W parameter than the interval ~11-
20!31023m0c were used, a different characteristic behavior
would be naturally obtained. It is also interesting to see how
much the core electron annihilation affects the calculated S
parameter values. In Table II we give the parameter Sval ,
which is calculated without the core-electron contribution to
the momentum density. This parameter increases less steeply
than the one with the core-electron contribution included as
the size of the vacancy cluster increases. We conclude that
changes in the core-electron annihilation rates when posi-
trons are annihilating at the vacancy clusters in Si do not
influence much the shape and magnitude of the Doppler
spectrum at low momenta (pz,1031023m0c). In contrast,
Alatalo et al.6 demonstrated that the high-momentum region
(pz.1031023m0c) is strongly dependent on the magnitude
of the core annihilation. Finally, Fig. 4~d! shows the almost
linear relation between the S/Sbulk and W/Wbulk parameters
for the different vacancy clusters. Vacancies and vacancy
clusters decorated with impurities in the material can pro-
duce significantly different S/Sbulk and W/Wbulk parameters
compared to this linear relation. Therefore, the present re-
sults may be useful in guiding the experimental identification
between the clean vacancy clusters and the vacancy clusters
decorated with impurities.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated electron-positron momentum distribu-
tions for ideal vacancy clusters in Si. For unoriented vacancy
clusters consisting of 2–5 vacancies the 2D-ACAR distribu-
tions are very isotropic along different crystallographic di-
rections. We have calculated the characteristic valence (S)
and core (W) annihilation parameters for the ideal systems.
The results for the monovacancy and divacancy agree well
with the experimental data. The S and W parameters are
strongly sensitive to the size of the vacancy cluster, which
confirms that the Doppler-broadening spectroscopy is effec-
tive in defect studies. However, one should emphasize that
the comparisons of the whole momentum distributions give
more information than the comparisons of the integrated S
and W parameters.
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